## Mid-Delta Daily Cleaning Log

**Task** | **M** | **T** | **W** | **TH** | **F**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Clean bathroom-floors, stools, and walls |  |  |  |  |  |
Wipe stove, counter, refrigerator, and other appliances |  |  |  |  |  |
Clean dishes and wash tables |  |  |  |  |  |
Clean entrance to building and playground |  |  |  |  |  |
**PICK UP ALL DEBRIS** |  |  |  |  |  |
Sweep and mop floors |  |  |  |  |  |
Vacuum carpet |  |  |  |  |  |
Take out garbage and clean garbage cans |  |  |  |  |  |

Place initials in block only after job task has been completed. Log will be monitored by Center's Head Teacher, Health Specialist, and Head Start Director.
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